
It's 1948, Hell's Hogs, an outlaw motorcycle gang, are quickly gaining a bad reputation. The

Swinehouse brothers, Smokey, Streaky and The Stud are travelling along the scenic Highway 240

terrorising the neighbourhood. 

This fun themed, cartoonish-style game has a 5x3 grid with 20 paylines and three game features. 

There are 3 brothers in the gang, any three matching scatters awards you entry into one of their

bonuses. 'Piggy in the Middle' where you hit the Bike lamps to win big, Biker Bash delivers free spins

with a possible x30 multiplier and why not go for a 'Wild Ride' where you can get a big payout with

the Super Wilds.
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Key selling points

Fun game with 3 exciting features

Action packed base game with a reel bonus

Target demographic

Fun seeking players

Players looking for the big win

Traditional slot players

Paylines

20

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.2 - €100

Default max multiplier

X 10,136
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Global release

APRIL 25, 2022

RTP

95.6%

HIT Frequency

27.39%

Volatility

LOW

Default Max win

€1,013,600



Game features

Piggy in the Middle

The Piggy in the Middle bonus is triggered by

3 or 4 or 5 'Piggy in the Middle' character

symbols appearing on the reels in the base

game. Three Choppers with the three pigs

hogs are displayed with each Chopper having

5 headlights containing values or

enhancements. The centre chopper is

the‘Piggy in the Middle’ and his bike has 3

head lights with features that enhance the

value already acquired. Double up', 'Pay All'

and 'Boost'. The player is asked to press the

STOP button to stop on one of the headlights,

any cash values or enhancements are added

to the total. The player continues to press the

STOP button until a Red X is hit and this

signi�es the end of the bonus. All wins are
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cumulative. This will be table driven and the

below enhancements are as follows Double

Up – This will double up the current value Pay

All – This will award all the values on the

outside choppers Boost – This will boost the

current total by a set amount
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Biker Bash

The bonus is triggered by 3, 4 or 5 Biker Bash

character symbols appearing on the reels in

the base game. The feature is a free spins

bonus with an incrementing multiplier and a

chance of a re-trigger. At the start of the

feature the player is awarded 10 free spins and

a small bonus win. On the �rst spin the

multiplier is at x1 and then at the end of each

spin the multiplier is removed and

incremented by one. (So, on spin 10 the

multiplier would be on x10). A re-trigger is

available that can increment the multiplier up

to x30.
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Wild Ride

The Bonus is triggered by 3 Wild Ride Bonus

symbols appearing anywhere in view on reels

1,3 and 5 The Bonus consists of a Free Spins

feature with 5 Free Spins The feature is based

around sliding super wilds that move across

the reels, starting with one super wild on the

initial spin and 3 on the �nal spin on reels 2, 3

and 4

Mystery 'Chop Shop' symbols

The base game features mystery 'Chop Shop'

symbols that can appear on the reels in the

base game. After the symbols have landed the

Chop Shop is opened and a reel symbol is

revealed to the player. Each mystery Chop

Shop symbol will be matching
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Game rules

Welcome to Hell’s Hogs Video Slot featuring 1 Reel Bonus 3 seperate Bonusess.

Hell’s Hogs is a 5×3 Video Slot with 20 �xed Paylines when 3 or more (2 for the top symbol) identical

symbols land on a payline starting from the leftmost reel will pay

The 3 bonuses are triggered by 3 or more matching bonus symbols appearing anywhere in view.

Wilds can appear on all reels and substitute for all symbols except the Bonus symbols.

MYSTERY CHOP SHOP’ REEL BONUS

The base game features mystery ‘Chop Shop’ symbols that can appear on the reels in the base

game.

After the symbols have landed the Chop Shop is opened and and a reel symbol is revealed to the

player.

Each mystery Chop Shop symbol will be matching
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BONUS FEATURES

The game has 3 bonus features that are activated by their own symbol

PIGGY IN THE MIDDLE

The Piggy in the Middle bonus is triggered by 3 or 4 or 5  ‘Piggy in the Middle’ character symbols

appearing on the reels in the base game.

The player is asked to press the STOP button to stop on one of the headlights on the motorbikes

andany win values or enhancements are added to the total

The player continues to press the STOP button until a Red X is hit and this signi�es the end of the

bonus.

All wins are cumulative.

BIKER BASH

The bonus is triggered by 3, 4 or 5 Biker Bash character symbols appearing on the reels in the base

game.

The feature is a free spins bonus with an incrementing multiplier and a chance of a re-trigger.
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The player is awarded 10 free spins and a small bonus win.

On the �rst spin the multiplier is at x1 and then at the end of each spin the multiplier increments by

one.

A re-trigger is available that can increment the free spins to 30 and the multiplier up to x30.

WILD RIDE

The Bonus is triggered by 3 Wild Ride Bonus symbols appearing anywhere in view on reels 1,3 and

5.

The Bonus is a Free Spins feature with 5 Free Spins.

The feature has sliding super wilds that increase and move across the reels, starting with one super

wild on the initial spin and 3 on the �nal spin on reels 2, 3 and 4

HOW TO PLAY

Press the Spin button to start the game.
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HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on

the line.

If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the �xed Pay Table. There you

can �nd the value for all symbols for 2 in a row, 3 in a row, 4 in a row, and 5 in a row. Only the

highest winning combination per  line is paid out.

If the winning combination starts with three wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the win. In

this scenario, only the highest win combination is paid out.

The above doesn’t include the Bonus symbols which do not need to be on a payline to award a

prize.

After the Bonus round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that activated

the Bonus.

There can be a discrepancy between sum of the individual wins in collection Free Spins from what

is displayed in the total win end screen. The total win end screen displays the �nal rounded win.

BOOSTS
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Please note that Bonus symbols in the Free Spins bonus games ARE NOT added to the total

collected symbols in the top bar.

GAME OPTIONS

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and

information on the paylines.

Game Settings – Change the game speed, sound on/off, and other settings.

Game History – If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your

last 10 game rounds.

Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.

GAME PANEL

Lines Active – Displays the number of lines.

Stake – Displays the current bet and accesses panel to change bet.
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Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button

transforms into the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

Autoplay (If Available) – Allows the player to access the Autoplay panel to select amount of

autoplays and limits.

Winnings – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.

Credit – Displays the player’s account balance.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

Space Bar – Press the space bar to spin on desktop.

RETURN TO PLAYER

The overall theoretical return to player is 95.63%

The maximum recorded win is 10136x and happened once in 500,000,000 simulated game rounds

RANDOMIZATION
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The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator.

For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added

to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts

are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €25

4 - €5

3 - €2.5

2 - €0.2

5 - €12

4 - €4

3 - €2

5 - €10

4 - €3

3 - €1

Low symbols

5 - €5

4 - €1

3 - €0.2

5 - €8

4 - €2

3 - €0.4

5 - €8

4 - €2

3 - €0.4

5 - €5

4 - €1

3 - €0.2
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Home/Exit - Allows the player to see the game rules.A -

Information - Takes the player to the help pages.B -

Settings - Takes the player to the setting page where they can set the game to turbo mode or

mute the sound.

C -

Time - Displays the current time.D -
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Options Panel

Stake + Arrows - Displays the current stake and allows player to change stake.E -

Autoplay - Allows the player to set an amount of autoplays (Where applicable).F -

Winnings - Displays the win for the current game.G -

Credit - Displays the current credit.H -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop Button.

I -
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Expand this image

Rules - Allows the player to see the game rules.A -

Sound - Allows the player to mute the sound.B -

History - Enters the game history.C -

Close - Closes the options panel.D -
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